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CREATING patterns
M A T H ,  M U S I C  &  D A N C E

! CONTENT FINE ARTS

Standard for Mathematical Practice 7: Look for 
and make use of structure.

Music: MU:Pr4.2.K.a: With guidance, explore and 
demonstrate awareness of music contrasts (such as high/low, 
loud/soft, same/different) in a variety of music selected for 
performance. 

Dance: DA:Cr2.1.K.a: Improvise a dance that has a 
beginning, middle, and end.

Objectives

Assessm
ent:

Pre-assessment:  
Draw a variety of AB patterns (AB, ABA, AABA) on the board using shapes and/or 
colors, etc. Ask students to identify how to name these patterns, and the attributes 
that make each one a pattern. !
Engagement:  
Explain that patterns can happen in the world around us. Ask students to think of 
examples of AB patterns, and write examples on the board. Look around the 
classroom to find examples as well. Give each student a set of attribute blocks and 
have them practice arranging them in various AB patterns. Allow them to also 
explore creating ABA, AABA, ABB, etc. Display examples of visual art from 
Google Art Project (links to the side), and have students create patterns with attribute 
blocks to match patterns in the artwork.	


Activity: 
	
 1.	
 Ask students to create movement patterns based on the AB patterns that were         

displayed in the pre-assessment. Choose two different movements for each 
pattern (e.g., create an ABA pattern with skipping and marching 
movements).	


	
 2.	
 Listen to “Trepak” from The Nutcracker. Ask students to notice various         
elements of the music.	


	
 3.	
 During a second listening of “Trepak,” guide students to an awareness of the         
ABA pattern in the music.	


	
 4.	
 During a third listening, ask students to “map” the form of the song using         
attribute blocks as they hear each new section.	


	
 5.	
 Divide students into groups. Ask each group to choreograph an ABA         
movement piece to go along with “Trepak.”	
!

Performance 
Allow each group time to present their dance sequence along with the music. After 
each group’s performance, have other students discuss how their movements 
demonstrated an ABA form or pattern.
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Whiteboard or 
interactive board	
!
Recording of  
Trepak (“Russian 
Dance”) from The 
Nutcracker	
!
Attribute blocks	
!
Visual art examples	

	
 •	
Acrylic No. 7-      

Fanny Sanin	

	
 •	
Ambiguity Star 08-      

Ki Beom Kwon	

	
 •	
Still Life (2      

Brooches)- Seung 
Hee Kim	


	
 •	
Vase with flowers      
and cup- Emile 
Bernard	


	
 •	
Vase, part of a      
garniture, 
1805-1815

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmQjhwsPRDE
http://www.amazon.com/School-Smart-Attribute-Blocks-Assorted/dp/B0042SZ556/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1414082180&sr=8-2&keywords=attribute+blocks
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/acrylic-no-7/nQHBrYHSTz6PTQ?projectId=art-project
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/ambiguity-star-08-1/uAFmMlCCmDFYmA?projectId=art-project
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/still-life-2-brooches/5QE5sCTovaLBAQ?projectId=art-project
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/vase-with-flowers-and-cup/kQFPJT0gSKth7w?projectId=art-project
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/vase-part-of-a-garniture/EwE7_LmgMvPTWQ?projectId=art-project
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TmQjhwsPRDE
http://www.amazon.com/School-Smart-Attribute-Blocks-Assorted/dp/B0042SZ556/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1414082180&sr=8-2&keywords=attribute+blocks
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/acrylic-no-7/nQHBrYHSTz6PTQ?projectId=art-project
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/ambiguity-star-08-1/uAFmMlCCmDFYmA?projectId=art-project
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/still-life-2-brooches/5QE5sCTovaLBAQ?projectId=art-project
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/vase-with-flowers-and-cup/kQFPJT0gSKth7w?projectId=art-project
https://www.google.com/culturalinstitute/asset-viewer/vase-part-of-a-garniture/EwE7_LmgMvPTWQ?projectId=art-project

